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Synopsis
Reinnervation of a hand transplant ultimately dictates functional recovery but provides a
significant regenerative challenge. The authors present a review highlighting interventions to
enhance nerve regeneration through acceleration of axonal regeneration or augmentation of
Schwann cell supportand discuss their relevance to composite tissue allotransplantation. Surgical
techniques that may be performed at the time of transplantation to optimize intrinsic muscle
recovery—including appropriate alignment of ulnar nerve motor and sensory components, transfer
of the distal anterior interosseous nerve to the recurrent motor branch of the median nerve, and
prophylactic release of potential nerve entrapment points—are also presented.
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Introduction
Since the first successful case was reported in September 1998, at least 50 hand
transplantation procedures have been performed worldwide[1]. Successful transplantation
had initially been limited by availability of an immunosuppressant regimen able to prevent
rejection of the composite tissue allograft (CTA). Now, realization of hand transplantation
as a permanent tool in the reconstructive armamentarium and expansion of its clinical
indications will no doubt depend on further breakthroughs in immunomodulation, such as
development of new protocols that minimize maintenance immunosuppression or induce a
state of graft tolerance. Just as important to the ultimate success of hand transplantation,
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however, will be improving its long-term functional results. With the ever-increasing cost of
healthcare and with the growing pressure on health care providers to justify expenditures
with published evidence of substantial clinical benefit, improving functionality must remain
as high a priority as lessening risk and decreasing cost.

Peripheral nerve injury and regeneration
Axonal disruption in the peripheral nerve activates a highly regulated and sophisticated
sequence of events[for a review [2]]. Wallerian degeneration occurs distal to the site of
injury, with early changes revolving around the removal of cellular debris and degenerating
distal axon segments by local macrophages and Schwann cells (SCs)[2–5]. Mitogenic
cytokines released by the injured axons induce SCs to change from a myelinating phenotype
to a proliferative phenotype[6–10]. These cytokine signals, as well as those secreted by
infiltrating macrophages, induce SCs to line up into columns along the basement membrane
of endoneurial tubes. These columns of SCs, termed bands of Büngner, secrete neurotrophic
factors that stimulate axonal sprouting and guide axonal regeneration[11–14].

Proximal to the site of injury, axons are pruned back by one or two nodes of Ranvier[15].
Each axon then sprouts multiple growth cones, each growth cone giving rise to a daughter
axon, with a ratio of approximately 5 daughter axons per parent axon[16–18]. The axon cell
body changes the focus of its protein production from synthesis of neurotransmitters to
structural proteins, which are used to lengthen axon projections. Each daughter axon
searches to reconnect with a neuromuscular junction under the guidance of the endoneurial
microstructure, regenerative SCs, and neurotrophic factors—all derived from the distal
nerve stump. Regeneration proceeds slowly, at approximately 1 mm per day in humans[19].
Daughter axons that fail to reach the appropriate target organ undergo pruning. Time to
reinnervation of the neuromuscular junctions may be on the order of months or, in cases of
very proximal nerve injury, even years.

When nerve continuity cannot be restored after transection by a tension-free repair, a nerve
graft must be interposed between the proximal and distal nerve stumps to act as a scaffold
for axonal regeneration. Nerve autografts, harvested from the patient’s own noncritical
sensory nerves, have served as the “gold standard” by providing both endoneurial
microstructure and supportive SCs to aid regeneration. However, when the supply of
available autografts is insufficient, such as in the repair of large, segmental, or complex
nerve injuries, cadaveric or donor-related allografts provide a readily accessible
alternative[20]. Experimental studies on rodents, large animals, and nonhuman primates, as
well as the senior author’s clinical experience, have shown that nerve allografts in the
presence of immunosuppression provide equal regeneration and functional recovery as
autografts, if not slightly better due to the use of the regeneration-enhancing
immunosuppressant tacrolimus[21–25]. Understanding the interaction between host tissues
and nerve allografts and the unique regenerative challenges that are present in this clinical
model is essential to predicting and optimizing nerve regeneration in the peripheral nerves of
hand transplants. In the following section we will first discuss the clinical scenario of a
nerve allograft alone, without the other CTA components. Subsequently, we will discuss the
differences in nerve regeneration when the nerve allograft is part of a CTA.

What have we learned from nerve allotransplantation?
While its axonal content will degenerate following harvest, the fresh unprocessed nerve
allograft contains both endoneurial architecture and supportive SCs to promote host axonal
regeneration across the graft. Schwann cells are the most immunogenic component of
human nerve[26–32]. Nerve allotransplantation, therefore, requires immunosuppression
during the period of host axonal regeneration across the allograft to ensure donor SC
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support. The entire length of the graft must ultimately become populated with host SCs,
however, so that immunosuppression can be safely withdrawn once host axons have
regenerated through the graft[21]. Should large portions of the graft remain populated solely
by donor SCs, removal of immunosuppression will result in massive donor SC loss and
debilitating conduction block. Nerve conduction will only be supported long-term if
regenerated host axons have been myelinated by host SCs that have migrated into the graft.

At the time of implantation, host and donor SCs exist in two distinct populations—donor
SCs within the allograft and host SCs in the proximal and distal nerve stumps. In the
presence of immunosuppression, both donor and host SCs proliferate and support axonal
regeneration. Even with adequate traditional immunosuppression, however, the donor SC
population will initially be depleted by short subclinical episodes of rejection, providing a
stimulus for host SC migration from both the proximal and distal host nerve stumps[33]
(Figure 1). Interestingly, in a nerve autograft situation, Aguayo has shown that SCs do not
migrate, but rather stay in their original location, whether that be within the graft or within
the proximal and distal nerve stumps[34,35].

Host SCs have been shown to migrate into the allograft from both the proximal and distal
stumps of the recipient nerve[36–39].In vivo imaging of SC migration demonstrated a
greater proportion of migration from the distal host nerve stump. In an accellularized nerve
graft model (processed to remove immunogenic cells, including SCs), host SCs quickly
repopulated the graft, within 10 days, while axonal regeneration lagged behind by an
additional 10–15 days[37]. In a fresh, unprocessed nerve allograft model, a delay in host SC
migration was observed, during which time donor SCs appeared to assist axonal
regeneration across the graft. Host SCs later migrated into the graft. This was likely in
response to episodes of subclinical acute rejection which diminished donor SC numbers,
until what was observed was a coexisting population of host and donor SCs in the graft.
Once axonal regeneration through the graft was complete and immunosuppression was
withdrawn, host SCs immediately attempted to fill any gaps left by the loss of the remaining
donor SCs[33].

What is different about Schwann cell migration in a CTA versus a nerve
allograft?

The nerve components of a transplanted hand are similar in many ways to a nerve allograft
—they provide the same intact nerve architecture and supportive, albeit immunogenic, donor
SCs. Many of the same mechanisms for SC turnover described above likely apply in the
CTA model. However, significant differences between the two models exist that could make
nerve regeneration in a CTA model inferior to a “stand alone” nerve allograft. First, in a
hand transplant, there is no host distal nerve stump and no distal source of host SCs. The
entire distal neuromuscular unit is composed of donor tissue, and repopulation of the donor
nerve with host SCs relies solely on proximal host SC proliferation and migration (Figure 1).
It is unknown whether host SCs will be capable of meeting this demand and populating the
most distal extents of the transplanted nerve, especially as the level of transplantation moves
proximally up the arm[40].

A second difference between allografts and CTA involves the impetus for SC migration. In
nerve allografts, multiple subclinical rejection events in which the donor SC population is
trimmed back but not eliminated likely provide the cue for host SC migration into the graft.
In the hand transplant, other tissues such as skin and muscle have even greater antigenicity
than SCs and require a more stringent suppression of the immune system[41]. Without the
mini rejection episodes that are permissible and probably even desirable in nerve
allografting alone, it is unknown to what extent host SCs will be triggered to proliferate and
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migrate into the graft. Should the graft remain exclusively populated by donor SCs, axonal
regeneration will still occur. Donor SCs are intrinsically no different than host SCs in their
support of regeneration. However, if a significant rejection episode occurs later that
significantly impacts the donor SC population, the patient will be left with a long,
unsupported segment of nerve and a devastating nerve conduction block that will render the
hand transplant nonfunctional (Figure 2). Demyelination, which occurs with loss of SC
support, is a major stimulus for SC migration. However, we know from our work with SC
migration into acellularized nerve grafts that migration is limited to about 5 cm, even with
SC migration occurring from both proximal and distal nerve stumps [unpublished data].
Until immunosuppressive strategies are developed that consistently induce tolerance of all
donor tissue, the late loss of donor SCs due to unexpected episodes of rejection is a
significant concern. Therefore, strategies to enhance nerve regeneration in CTA must take
into account the delicate interplay between donor and host SCs, by promoting eventual
complete repopulation of the donor nerve by host SCs, by keeping donor SCs alive long
enough to support axonal regeneration until host SCs arrive, and by avoiding any damage to
or rejection of the composite tissue transplant during accomplishment of the above
objectives.

Critical time window for regeneration
There is a critical window of time in which regeneration must occur for optimal recovery to
be achieved. With regeneration proceeding at approximately 1 mm per day, many months
may pass before target neuromuscular junctions are reinnervated[42–45]. As the months
pass, with distal SCs lacking axonal contact and target muscle remaining denervated,
irreversible changes begin that are detrimental to functional recovery. First, SCs that
previously dedifferentiated from a myelinating phenotype to a regenerative phenotype settle
back into a quiescent mode[46–48]. The SCs disarrange themselves from the bands of
Büngner, decrease secretion of growth factors, and stop replication. Early reports suggest
that SCs may even disappear altogether[49]. The result is inadequate support of regenerating
axons. It is unknown exactly how long it takes in humans for denervated SCs to become
quiescent. Clinical experience with proximal nerve injuries in humans seems to indicate that
little additional motor functional recovery can be achieved by a patient past 1 year after
injury[50]. Sensory recovery does not appear to be as time-dependent.

The second irreversible change that occurs with prolonged denervation is atrophy and
fibrosis in the chronically denervated muscle[51–54]. In humans, these changes begin
several months after denervation[19]. After this point, even if the muscle should become
reinnervated, it can no longer achieve the same bulk or contractile force as pre-injury. In
order to ensure optimal functional recovery, regeneration must occur during the critical time
window. As the level of transplantation moves more and more proximally—from the hand
to the forearm to the upper arm—we must be cognizant of these time constraints. Therefore,
strategies to enhance nerve regeneration in CTA should include: (1) speeding the rate of
axonal regeneration while ensuring quality of regeneration (2) maintaining perfect SC
support during the entire time course of axonal regeneration, and (3) preserving the distal
muscle until it can be reinnervated, all while preventing rejection of the composite tissue
graft. In this review, we will highlight the experimental and clinical research that pertain to
optimizing axonal regeneration and SC support in a CTA model.

Speeding axonal regeneration while ensuring quality of regeneration
A large proportion of the axon’s axoplasmic volume is amputated when it undergoes
transection. This traumatic event will, at the least, lead to structural and functional changes
in the neuronal cell body and may even lead to cell death[55,56]. At the start of
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regeneration, then, there may be fewer available axons than were originally present in the
nerve, highlighting the need to ensure successful regeneration of all remaining axons.
Within hours after injury, the neuronal cell body has altered its metabolic machinery to
focus on structural protein synthesis and begins producing numerous growth cones, or
terminal sprouts[57–59]. These represent the first wave of sprouts and are followed by a
second wave within the first 2 days after injury[15,60]. The second wave of sprouts contains
the definitive sprouts that proceed to regeneration, while the early sprouts degenerate. The
time until appearance of the definitive sprouts is referred to as the “initial delay[61].” The
time is variable and may be increased or decreased as a result of stress, activity, or drugs.
The advancing sprouts must cross the critical “interstump zone[2],” the area of repair
between the proximal and distal nerve stumps. They cross in a staggered fashion, and the
final success of the nerve regeneration relies in great part on all regenerating axons
successfully crossing this critical area. This highlights the importance of the growth-
supportivemilieu and architectural cues provided by the SCs of the distal nerve stump. In the
absence of appropriate neurotrophic and structural guidance, the regenerative axons may
lose their way and form a neuroma, a disorganized collection of connective tissue and nerve
fibers[61]. Strategies to promote perfect SC support will be discussed later in this review.

FK-506, also known as tacrolimus, is a potent calcineurin phosphatase inhibitor that is an
essential part of immunosuppression regimens for a variety of organ transplants. Its
immunosuppressive mechanism ultimately inhibits the activation of T-cell proliferation
through binding and inhibition of calcineurin. In 1995, Gold et al first described the ability
of FK-506 to enhance peripheral nerve regeneration in a rat model. Since that time,
experimental studies have shown FK-506 to enhance regeneration after crush[62,63],
transection[64], and chronic axotomy[65] injuries and in isograft[66] and allograft[21,67]
models. Its ability to accelerate functional recovery has been shown in both small and large
animal models. Although the exact molecular pathways leading to its enhanced regeneration
are not completely clear, evidence of calcineurin-independent pathway of action suggests
that mediators such as FKBP-52, growth associated protein 43 (GAP43), heat shock protein
90 (HSP-90), and cytoskeletal dynamics may be involved in its neuro-regenerative
properties [68–73]. FK-506 has been shown to increase the number of regenerated
myelinated and unmyelinated nerve fibers[63], stimulate even chronically axotomized
motoneurons[65], and block neuronal apoptosis[74,75].

Correct timing of FK-506 administration is essential to its efficacy. Animal studies have
shown that the neuroregenerative effect of FK-506 is decreased with delayed administration
in both crush[76] injury and transection[77] models. Specifically, neuroregenerative benefit
was diminished when administration was delayed by 3 days in a transection and immediate
repair model, and was lost when administration was delayed by 5 days[77]. Therefore, as
long as there is no individual contraindication to therapy, FK-506 should be provided as part
of immunosuppression induction, as it was for all hand transplant patients between 1998 and
2006[20]. Ideally, the patient would receive FK-506 preloading for 3 days prior to nerve
transection; this has been shown experimentally to further enhance FK-506’s
neuroregenerative effect[78] and has been implemented clinically in elective cases of
reconstructive nerve allotransplantation[79]. While this duration of preloading is not
possible in hand transplantation due to the unpredictable nature of transplant availability,
there is often a window of time on the order of 12 hours, in which the recipient is being
notified of and prepared for surgery but the transplant is still being procured and prepared.
Though it has not been definitively shown, we hypothesize that FK-506 preloading during
this time window, given as a “loading dose” to reach therapeutic levels similar to those
achieved with 3 days preloading, will similarly optimize the regenerative effects of FK-506.
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Consideration should be given as well to including FK-506 in the patient’s
immunosuppressive maintenance regimen. Unpublished data from our laboratory
demonstrates that FK-506 continues to provide regenerative benefits for as long as it is
administered. Specifically, for nerve transection injuries that posit a real regenerative
challenge, FK-506 administration for a portion of the regenerative period shows better
recovery than controls, but administration for the entire predicted regenerative period
produces even more superior recovery. This corroborates with previous data that showed
FK-506 to be advantageous even in the case of chronically axotomized axons[65]. The
regenerating nerves in hand transplants, especially those of transplants at more proximal
levels, are chronically axotomized for the many months they spend waiting to reach their
distal targets. During this prolonged period, the patient will likely transition to a pared back
immunosuppressive regimen. Incorporating FK-506 into this maintenance regimen will
provide not only immunosuppressive graft protection, but also continued regenerative
support.

Much research is being performed on how to minimize immunosuppression or, ideally,
induce graft tolerance in CTA. As progress is made, we should remain aware that changing
immunosuppressive regimens may differentially affect FK-506’s ability to stimulate
regeneration. Animal studies have examined the regenerative impact of combining FK-506
administration with anti-CD40 ligand co-stimulatory blockade (CSB). Combining
therapeutic doses of CSB with immunosuppressive doses of FK-506 significantly eliminated
FK-506’s regenerative benefit. Using therapeutic CSB with a low dose of FK-506, however,
was able to maintain the same regenerative benefit as therapeutic FK-506 alone[80]. Other
studies have shown that FK-506 maintains neuroregenerative benefit at low doses[63,81–
84], with a dose-benefit relationship that may not be strictly linear[85]. Although not
specifically studied, it was hypothesized that the full immunosuppressive doses of each drug
interfered with the mechanism of action of the other drug, each making the other less
effective. Further understanding of the mechanisms by which these immunosuppressive
agents potentiate and abrogate each other will progress our ability to create
immunosuppressive or tolerance regimens that effectively protect the transplant while
including the right dosing of FK-506 to promote regeneration.

It should also be noted that, in addition to impacting the rate of axonal regeneration, varying
immunosuppressive regimens differentially impacted donor SC fate. In a study utilizing
transgenic mice with SCs expressing green fluorescent protein under the S-100b (expressed
by well-differentiated SCs) or nestin (expressed after a denervation stimulus) promoters,
donor SC survival and phenotype in an allograft model were evaluated under different
immunosuppressive regimens via serial imaging[86]. Mice immunosuppressed with FK-506
demonstrated mild acute rejection as well as somewhat hindered myelin formation and
maturation of donor SCs (from a proliferative to myelinating phenotype) after axonal
regeneration was complete. Mice treated with CSB, on the other hand, experienced virtually
no graft rejection and showed optimal myelin formation and maturation of SCs after axonal
regeneration. However, despite the improved restoration of mature SC-axonal relationships
in CSB-treated mice, FK-506 treated mice demonstrated more robust regeneration of
myelinated and unmyelinated axons, greater motor endplate reinnervation, and earlier
functional recovery. While this study did not evaluate a combined FK-506 and CSB
regimen, it would be useful to know whether an optimal combination could be found that
blended the best of both regimens—the enhanced axonal regeneration of FK-506 treatment
and the improved myelin formation of CSB treatment. The impact of this ideal combination
regimen on host SC migration would then need to be studied, to determine the distribution
and ratio of donor to host SCs that remain after axonal regeneration and what risk this might
pose should late rejection occur.
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Ensuring perfect Schwann cell support
As previously discussed, SCs are induced after nerve injury to change from a myelinating
phenotype to a proliferative phenotype. Proliferative SCs are then intimately involved in the
process of axonal regeneration, through provision of structural guidance via bands of
Büngner and secretion of neurotrophic factors. Without axonal contact, however, SCs will
not indefinitely maintain their new proliferative phenotype or their injury-induced increase
in number[46–48]. An experimental study in a rat model demonstrated the detrimental effect
of chronic denervation on SC ability to support axonal regeneration[87]. The common
peroneal branch of the rat sciatic nerve was transected and the distal stump subjected to 0–
24 weeks of chronic denervation. After the denervation period, the tibial branch of the
sciatic nerve was transected and the proximal tibial stump repaired end-to-end to the
chronically denervated peroneal distal stump. Retrograde labeling 12 months later
demonstrated that denervation of SCs for up to 4 weeks did not negatively impact axonal
regeneration, but axonal regeneration rapidly fell off when distal nerve SCs were denervated
for 8 weeks or more. With SC chronic denervation for 24 weeks, the number of regenerating
axons was diminished to less than 10%. Interestingly, the 10% of regenerated axons were
well myelinated. Therefore, while chronically denervated SCs may not retain their ability to
support regeneration, they retain their ability to myelinate, likely due to reversion back to a
myelinating phenotype from a proliferative phenotype.

Perfect proliferative SC support is required, therefore, in order to optimize axonal
regeneration. Perfect SC support is threatened, however, in a CTA model. As mentioned
earlier, episodes of rejection threaten donor SCs, which are crucial to early nerve
regeneration. Lack of short episodes of rejection, however, may remove the cue for
migration of host SCs into the transplanted nerve, with the potential for a devastating
conduction block if residual donor SCs are later rejected. Even if adequate cues for host SC
migration are provided, lack of a distal host SC source may leave too large a proliferation
and migration burden on proximal host SCs—proximal host SCs may not be able to
populate the distal-most extent of the transplanted nerve.

Strategies to optimize SC support include re-activating SCs that have reverted from their
proliferative phenotype to their original myelinating phenotype, or preventing this reversion.
Alternatively, supplementation with cultured SCs or stem-cell derived SC-like cells after a
period of chronic denervation might provide fresh support for regenerating axons, in essence
“resetting the clock.”

Interaction of SCs with invading macrophages is important for subsequent SC support of
regeneration. After nerve injury, transforming growth factor β (TGF-β) is secreted into the
nerve by invading macrophages[88] as well as resident SCs[89]. Several in vitro studies
have shown TGF-β to be essential in the transformation of SCs to a non-myelinating,
proliferative phenotype[90–94]. Additionally, TGF-β is involved in mediating the
neurotrophic effect of several other neurotrophic factors, such as glial cell line-derived
neurotrophic factor (GDNF), a very potent neurotrophic factor for motoneurons[95,96]. An
experimental study in a rat model of chronic SC denervation showed that TGF-β was able to
attenuate the adverse effects of chronic denervation in vivo[97]. Schwann cells were isolated
from rat distal nerve stumps that had been chronically denervated for 24 weeks. After
incubation in culture medium with or without TGF-β, the SCs were placed into silastic tubes
that were grafted into a freshly transected rat tibial nerve. Retrograde labeling 3 months later
showed a four-fold increase in the number of distally regenerated motoneurons in the group
that had received SC incubation with TGF-β[87,97]. It appears that TGF-β has the capability
to reverse the detrimental effect of chronic denervation on SC ability to support axonal
regeneration. Studies utilizing local delivery of TGF-β in a prolonged or chronic denervation
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model would be useful to assess its potential as a therapeutic in cases of human proximal
nerve injury or hand transplantation, where prolonged denervation of distal SCs is
anticipated.

If reawakening SCs into a proliferative mode is not possible or practical in vivo,
supplementation with autologous cultured SCs or stem-cell derived SC-like cells may
function to the same end. Supplementation also would be indicated in hand transplantation,
for replacement of donor SCs that die off as a result of rejection episodes. Alternatively,
prophylactic “replacement” of donor SCs with host SCs could be performed at the time of
transplant to seed the entire donor nerve with preoperatively cultured cells, thereby creating
a mixed population of host and donor SCs. In all cases except complete immune tolerance,
this mixed population would be beneficial to better withstand rejection episodes.

Alternative sources for host Schwann cells
Isolation and culture of human SCs has been described in the peripheral nerve literature
since 1991[98] but has been fraught with many difficulties in achieving good primary cell
yields and in adequately excluding fibroblasts. Even though significant strides have been
made, with a recently published protocol describing a relatively fast (21 day) and efficient
(90–95% pure) culture of primary human SCs[99], cultured SCs have failed to achieve
clinical translation over the past 20 years. Additionally, culture of human SCs requires
invasive nerve biopsy with subsequent sensory loss and the risk of neuroma formation and
neuropathic pain. More accessible and less morbid sources of SCs have, therefore, been
sought.

Bone marrow, adipose tissue, and skin with its associated structures have arisen as sources
of stem cells that may be induced to a SC-like character. Bone marrow stromal cells
(BMSCs), harvested from the long bones, have been studied by a number of groups and
shown to differentiate into an adherent SC-like phenotype when cultured in media with
appropriate cytokines[100–102]. Though they have shown some promise in rodent and non-
human primate experimental models of nerve conduits[101–104] and acellular grafts[100],
interest has grown in less invasive sources of stem cells.

Adipose tissue has been identified as a source of multipotent stromal stem cells with the
ability to differentiate into a SC phenotype under appropriate culture conditions. These
adipose tissue-derived stem cells (ADSCs) have been shown to promote motor neurite
outgrowth in vitro[105]. Two recent studies have evaluated cultured primary SCs,
differentiated BMSCs, differentiated ADSCs, and undifferentiated ADSCs for
supplementation of a 1 cm fibrin nerve conduit in a rat sciatic nerve model[106,107].
Evaluation of regenerative distance 2 weeks after conduit implantation showed that (1)
supplementation with either cultured primary SCs, differentiated BMSCs, or differentiated
ADSCs significantly increased the distance of axonal regeneration over that of conduits with
media alone; (2) primary SCs were superior to both differentiated BMSCs and ADSCs; and
(3) differentiated BMSCs and ADSCs were equivalent in their regeneration
enhancement[106]. In a separate study, undifferentiated ADSCs seeded into the fibrin
conduit were also able to increase regeneration distance over media alone. However, cell
tracking 14 days after transplantation showed almost no remaining implanted cells[107].
This raises questions about the longevity of implanted cells that are undifferentiated versus
differentiated, about the mechanisms by these cells work, and about the relationship between
stem cell lifespan and regenerative benefit.

Finally, the skin dermis contains neural crest-related precursor cells, termed skin-derived
precursor cells (SKPs), that have been shown to differentiate into SC-like cells in vitro when
supplied with appropriate cues, both in rodents[108,109] and in humans[110,111]. Recent
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studies have tested the ability of SKPs to enhance regeneration in rodent acute injury and
chronic denervation models. In a rat 12 mm sciatic nerve gap model, acellularized nerve
allografts (ANAs) were seeded with cultured SCs or SKPs and compared to autografts
(positive control) and ANAs with vehicle (negative control). Four and 8 week time points
showed (1) continued survival of SKPs; (2) significantly better regeneration with SKP-
seeded ANAs than with vehicle alone; (3) equivalent regeneration between SKP-seeded
ANAs and autografts; and (4) equivalent or slightly better regeneration in SKP-seeded
ANAs than SC-seeded ANAs[112]. Skin-derived precursor cells were then tested in a
chronic denervation model and found to significantly enhance regeneration of motoneurons
compared to vehicle control, in essence reawakening the regenerative capability of the
chronically denervated distal stump[113]. The mechanism behind this phenomenon—
whether this improved support is directly due to the influence of SKPs on regenerating
axons or secondary to interactions between SKPs and host SCs—has yet to be elucidated.

There are a few practical considerations to discuss concerning the use of stem cells in
peripheral nerve repair[114]. In order to optimize stem cell therapy, more research on the
number, method, and timing of stem cell delivery is needed. Seeded stem cell numbers have
varied widely across studies and injury models, and the optimal dosing regimen is unknown.
Additionally, the degree of predifferentiation prior to seeding is being worked out. While it
appears that survival is improved with predifferentiation[110], supplementation with naïve
stem cells might better maintain the cells’ proliferative capacity, while allowing in vivo
signals to prompt differentiation[115]. Survival should also be improved, as most studies to
date have shown only between 0.5% and 38% survival of implanted stem cells[114]. Finally,
the tumorigenic capabilities of these stem cells must be explored, especially before
consideration in an immunosuppressed transplant population, as capacity for malignant
transformation is a potential negative consequence of using multipotent precursors. While
these parameters require further study prior to clinical translation, the use of stem cells for
augmenting axonal regeneration is, nevertheless, an exciting area of research with the
potential to significantly further peripheral nerve surgery outcomes.

Optimizing Surgical Technique
There are several surgical techniques that can be utilized to enhance motor and sensory
recovery following hand transplantation. First, a thorough understanding of the motor and
sensory topography of the ulnar and median nerves must guide their repair. This
understanding will lead to proper alignment of ulnar nerve motor and sensory components,
ultimately promoting appropriate reinnervation of motor and sensory targets. Secondly, with
the realization that 95% of the median nerve at the wrist is sensory, nerve transfer of the
distal anterior interosseous nerve to the median nerve deep motor branch optimizes motor
reinnervation of the thenar musculature, enhancing specific functional recovery. Finally, as
nerves that are regenerating will slow at areas of known nerve entrapment, decompression of
nerve entrapment points distal to the nerve repair sites should be performed. Both the carpal
tunnel and the ulnar nerve through Guyon’s canal can be decompressed through the same
incision.

The intraneural topography of the ulnar nerve has been understood since Jabaley first
described a preliminary report in 1980[116]. Specifically, distal to the takeoff of the dorsal
cutaneous branch of the ulnar nerve (DCU), the sensory component that innervates the volar
aspect of the hand makes up about 60% of the nerve cross-sectional area, and the motor
component that continues as the deep motor branch makes up the remaining 40% (Figure 3).
Proximal to the takeoff of the DCU, the motor fascicular group is “sandwiched” between the
DCU medially and the main sensory component of the ulnar nerve laterally. The
DCUbranches off from the main ulnar nerve about 10 cm above the wrist crease. As it
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travels distally, the motor component turns into the deep motor branch of the ulnar nerve
(DMB) and moves from lying medial to the sensory portion of the ulnar nerve, to travelling
under the sensory component as it turns around the hook of the hamate, where itfinally
assumes a position lateral to the sensory component. There is an intraneural cleavage plane
between the motor and sensory groups, as well as between the main ulnar nerve and the
DCU, that is easily discernible using micro-pickups. Tapping across the surface of the nerve,
micro-pickups will “fall” into the intraneural cleavage plane. Often, there is also a streak of
fatty tissue or a micro-vessel that delineates this cleavage plane[117] (Figure 3). Certainly,
in the donor hand the motor and sensory components can be clearly delineated by tracing the
DMB proximally to identify the motor fascicular group. In the recipient forearm, at or
proximal to the level of the wrist, the larger sensory component of the ulnar nerve will lie
most laterally (i.e., most radially) compared to the motor component, and above 10 cm
proximal to wrist level, there will also be a smaller fascicular group present on the most
medial (ulnar) aspect that is the DCU. Appropriate alignment of motor and sensory
fascicular components at the time of hand transplantation will optimize appropriate
reinnervation of motor and sensory targets.

With respect to the median nerve, 95% of the nerve at wrist level is comprised of sensory
axons. Topographical mapping of the recipient median nerveat this level during nerve repair
is, therefore, not as feasible. While guidance of regenerating sensory axons to their sensory
targets is practically assured, the ability to direct the remaining 5% of motor axons to the
thenar muscles is tenuous. It is straight-forward, however, to identify the recurrent motor
branch (RMB) of the median nerve in the donor hand and then to trace the motor fascicle
proximally to the proposed repair site. Consideration can then be given to reinnervating the
median nerve’s recurrentmotor branch (RMB) to the thenar muscles with a nerve transfer
from the distal portion of the anterior interosseous nerve (AIN) (Figure 4).

The successful transfer of the distal AIN to the RMB was first demonstrated by Huang in
1992 in rhesus monkeys[118], and then was reported in a cases series of 17 patients in
1997[119]. We also reported the use of this nerve transfer to restore thenar muscle function
after resection of a median nerve neuroma-in-continuity[120].The distal AIN provides a
suitable donor for transfer of motor axons to the RMB of the median nerve, because
anatomically, the AIN and the RMB are comparable in size (AIN approximately 1.3–1.5
mm; RMB approximately 1.4–1.7 mm in diameter) and number of myelinated fibers (AIN
approximately 866–912; RMB approximately 1020–1120 myelinated fibers)[121–124].
Also, while the AIN is a mixed nerve, it consists primarily of motor fibers[117]. The only
limitation to this nerve transfer is the location of the AIN at 60 mm proximal to the distal
wrist crease[123]. Either a nerve graft is necessary for successful tension-free nerve transfer
or the motor branch of the donor median nerve would need to be neurolysed proximally
enough in the donor forearm to facilitate a tension-free direct repair (Figure 4).

To perform the nerve transfer, the RMB can be identified in the carpal tunnel and then
traced back proximally to the repair site. We use a technique that we call “neurolysing with
our eyes;” we physically identify the recurrent motor branch as it enters the thenar muscles
and the simply follow it proximally with micro-pickups until we can mark its position on the
median nerve with blue ink. This allows us to determine the site at which we will transfer
the AIN without the added operative time or unnecessary risks of physical neurolysis. The
AIN may then be identified as it enters the pronator quadratus, transected just proximal to its
branches at the midportion of the muscle, and then either transferred to the RMB with the
use of an interposing nerve graft or transferred to the more proximal motor fascicle
dissection on the donor nerve. Should a nerve graft be used, we would recommend use of an
autologous nerve graft, as it provides immediate SC support and the potential to provide host
SCs for migration and repopulation of donor nerves. We refer you to the following
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publications for a more detailed description of the AIN harvest[117,125] and transfer to the
RMB[120].

Our final recommendation is to perform decompression of the carpal tunnel and Guyon’s
canal with specific release of the DMB to prevent slowing of regeneration at these common
areas of nerve entrapment. Both of these decompressions may be performed through a single
longitudinal incision made approximately 6 mm ulnar to the thenar crease.

Summary
Reinnervation of a hand transplant ultimately dictates functional recovery but provides a
significant regenerative challenge. In addition to high quality of regeneration, rapidity of
regeneration is essential, as there is a critical time windowfor regeneration before
detrimental changes occur in the distal nerve and target muscle. Interventions to enhance
nerve regeneration include acceleration of axonal regeneration via FK-506 administration
and augmentation of SC support, either by reactivation of chronically axotomized SCs or by
SC supplementation . Optimizing surgical technique at the time of transplantation also better
supports intrinsic muscle recovery. Appropriate alignment of ulnar nerve motor and sensory
componentsand prophylactic release of potential entrapment points should be performed,
and transfer of the distal anterior interosseous nerve to the recurrent motor branch of the
median nerve considered. Improving long-term functional recovery through the above
interventions will ultimately help determine the success and longevity of the field of hand
transplantation.
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Figure 1. Schwann cell migration
In the nerve autograft (top), autologous Schwann cells (SCs) support axonal regeneration
through the graft, and there is no migration of SCs from within the graft or from the
proximal and distal stumps. In the nerve allograft (middle), donor SCs initially support
axonal regeneration but may be replaced over time as the graft is repopulated by inward
migration of host SCs from both the proximal and distal nerve stumps. In the composite
tissue allograft (bottom), only unidirectional host SC migration is possible. It is unknown
whether host SCs are capable of replicating and migrating enough to repopulate the distal-
most extent of the nerve. (Adapted from Moore AM et al. Nerve allotransplantation as it
pertains to composite tissue transplantation. Hand. 2009;4:239-44; with permission.)
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Figure 2. Schwann cell fate in relation to timing of rejection in composite tissue
allotransplantation
Minor early acute rejection episodes provide a stimulus for proximal host Schwann cell (SC)
migration into the donor nerve. Without early rejection episodes, donor SCs will support
axonal regeneration as well as host SCs. However, should late rejection occur without
repopulation of the regenerated nerve by host SCs, the patient will be left with a debilitating
conduction block. In this scenario, the host axon will not be supported by the rejected donor
SCs, and host SCs cannot repopulate the entire length of the nerve from the proximal stump
alone. (Adapted from Moore AM et al. Nerve allotransplantation as it pertains to composite
tissue transplantation. Hand. 2009;4:239-44; with permission.)
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Figure 3. Ulnar nerve topography within the distal forearm
Left: The motor (yellow) and sensory (green) fascicles should be identified at the time of
transplantation to facilitate appropriate alignment during repair. Proximally, the ulnar nerve
topography is sensory-motor-sensory, until the dorsal cutaneous branch separates from the
remainder of the nerve approximately 10 cm proximal to the wrist crease. In order to
confirm the identity of the motor fascicle, the deep motor branch should be identified within
Guyon’s canal distally (not shown), then followed visually to where it joins the main
sensory fascicular group proximally. Right: A prominent longitudinally oriented vessel
(arrow) is frequently present, marking the natural cleavage plane between the sensory and
motor fascicular groups of the ulnar nerve. Bottom: Ulnar nerve in cross section. Below the
take-off of the dorsal cutaneous branch, the sensory fascicle comprises approximately 60%
of the ulnar nerve, and the motor fascicle 40%. P = proximal; D = distal.Dashed line = cross
section. (Adapted from Brown JM, Yee A, Mackinnon SE. Distal median to ulnar nerve
transfers to restore ulnar motor and sensory function within the hand. Neurosurgery.
2009;65:966-78; with permission.)
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Figure 4. Distal anterior interosseous nerve (AIN) to median recurrent motor branch (RMB)
transfer
For hand transplants at or below the level of the pronator quadratus muscle (left), the host
AIN may serve as a reliable donor of motor axons to the thenar muscles, via nerve transfer
to the RMB. The AIN may be transferred to the RMB either with the use of an interposing
nerve graft (middle) or after more proximal motor fascicle dissection of the donor nerve
(right). (Adapted from Colbert SH, Mackinnon SE. Nerve transfers in the hand and upper
extremity. Tech Hand Up Extrem Surg 2008;12:20–33 and from Brown JM, Mackinnon SE.
Nerve transfers in the forearm and hand. Hand Clinics. 2008;24:319-40; with permission.)
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